Wireless Video Transmitter Sets

Wireless Video Transmitter WVT-1, Pro Set, Includes:
- Wireless Video Transmitter WVT-1 device
- 3/8” Thread Adapter
- Cable Le m2p - Fi f3p (0.5m/1.6ft)
- Cable Fi m3p - Fi f3p (0.5m/1.6ft)
- Cable D-Tap - Fi f3p (0.5m/1.6ft)
- L-Bracket
- USB Cable WVS
- HDTV BNC Cable (0.3m/1ft)
- Antenna Video/WiFi/ECS (2x)

Wireless Video Transmitter WVT-1, Basic Set, Includes:
- Wireless Video Transmitter WVT-1 device
- 3/8” Thread Adapter
- USB Cable WVS
- Antenna Video/WiFi/ECS (2x)

WVT-1 Battery Adapter Cage V-mount BAC-V, incl. Cable K2.0014776

Wireless Video Receiver Sets

Complete Wireless Video Receiver Sets for WVR-1 and WVR-1s please see Configuration Overview 1.3.0

up to 4 receivers can be paired with one transmitter

Sample Configuration with Battery Adapter Cage

BNC to each camera

AMIRA with V-Mount or Gold Mount

ALEXA Mini / ALEXA Mini LF with V-Mount or Gold Mount

all ALEXA Models, except ALEXA SXT W & ALEXA LF with V-Mount or Gold Mount

3rd party camera with V-Mount or Gold Mount

Camera Stabilizer Systems with V-Mount or Gold Mount

HDTV BNC Cable (0.3m/1ft)

K2.0014991

VVT-1 Battery Adapter Cage V-mount BAC-V, incl. Cable K2.0014776

WVT-1 Battery Adapter Cage Gold Mount BAC-G, K2.0014504 incl. Cable K2.0014776

Power Cable Le m2p(a) Fi f3p(a) (0.1/0.3ft)

K2.0014776

Transvideo Starlite ARRI-WVS Monitor

up to 4 monitors can be paired with one transmitter

Transvideo Starlite ARRI-WVS

K2.0015243

Multi Interface Adapter MIA-1, K2.0014323

Video Transmitter Bracket, K2.0003367

3/8” Thread Adapter

K2.0014893

L-Bracket

K2.0001967

Rod Mounting Bracket RMB-3, K2.0006186

Other Mounting Options for WVS devices
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